
Halo CE Scripting Tutorial by Nickster5000                 
[TYPED] Lesson 1 - Setting up scripts, Hello World  
  

1.1 - Overview In this lesson, you will learn the proper placement of script files, and you will write your 
first "Hello World" script. 

1.1.2 - Tools Here are some of the tools that you will need to be successful with writing Halo scripts: 

Name Download Locations 

Notepad++ https://notepad-plus-plus.org/ 

HEK http://hce.halomaps.org/index.cfm?fid=411  

Halo Scripting 
Bible(s) 

http://hce.halomaps.org/index.cfm?fid=1540 
  

 

1.2 - Locations Let's take a look at the following picture: 

 
I know it is hard to read, so I re-typed the directories below to make it easier to follow. 
  
In the Halo Custom Edition install directory, there is two main files that you will access: 
the tags folder and the data folder. If you are just a Modder, then the data file can be a 
new endeavor for you. If you have made any 3D model or created any tags outside of 
Halo Custom Edition, then the data folder should be familiar to you.  There are two 
very different distinctions between these folders: 
1 - Tags - Stores ingame tags that sapien, guerilla, and tool read. 
2 - Data - Stores content that can be compiled into the Halo Editing Kit via tool. 
  
The data folder plays an important role, because you will save all of your scripts that 
you write for Halo Custom Edition into the data folder.   
  

https://notepad-plus-plus.org/
http://hce.halomaps.org/index.cfm?fid=411
http://hce.halomaps.org/index.cfm?fid=1540


Scripts are stored into the level directory respective to the tags folder, in a folder called 
scripts. For example, all of Sector 09's ingame files (scenario, globals, DLM's, etc.) is 
located in the following directory: 

tags\RZS_Halo\levels\sector09 

Therefore, Sector 09's scripts are stored: 

data\RZS_Halo\levels\sector09\scripts 

  
-You may also create a global_scripts.hsc, referenced in  

data\ 

 and can be used in all scenarios that you compile scripts for. 
(*Thank you Giraffe for this addendum to the tutorial.) 

1.3 - The 
scripting 
language 

Scripts for Halo Custom Edition use a "scripting" language built by Bungie Studios and 
Gearbox to control functions of tags within the engine. Here are some general facts: 
-This scripting language is called the Halo Scripting Code  (all scripts are saved with the 
.hsc extension) 
-You can make up to 8 different .hsc files for one scenario. 
-It compiles the code starting from top to bottom. This means that it reads the first file, 
reads it from first to line to last, and then continues to the last line in the last file. If you 
have taken a look at Sector 09's scripts, you will notice that the files are constructed 
with this in mind.  

1.4 - Hello 
World 
Example. 

Let's start by opening Notepad++. 
  
Note: For those who get the duplicate "compatibility" directories, it will not let you 
save into your data folders, and forces you to save to your documents or desktop. To 
let Notepad++ save into these folders, simply check the "Run as administrator" 
checkbox in admin settings. 
  
Step 1 - In your script, type this statement: 

(script startup helloWorld 
  
  
) 

What you are doing is declaring a startup script, where you can place commands into. 
Start-ups will be covered more in-depth in lesson 4. 
  
Step 2  

(set developer_mode 127) 

Add this line of code directly underneath the startup declaration. This allows you to 
print commands directly to the console. This is extremely useful for debugging ingame.  
  
Step 3 



(print "Hello World!") 

This will print to the console in game, in green text, "Hello world!"  
  
The script should look like this when it is complete: 

(script startup helloWorld 
(set developer_mode 127) 
(print "Hello World!") 
) 

In this tutorial series,  I will be using the tutorial map provided for the HEK. Therefore, I 
need to save this script here: 

data\levels\test\tutorial\scripts 

Now open tutorial.scenario in sapien, and compile the scripts: (file->compile scripts) 
You should see "scripts successfully compiled." Dialog pop up.  

 
However, this shows up regardless if you have any scripts or not. So let's make sure 
that it works by messing up this script a little bit. Look at the following error I make 
here: 

 
Now let's recompile, and we should get an error: 

 
As you can see, it tells you the script that is giving the error, and some details about the 
error. Now we know that the script is set up correctly. Fix the script to make sure it is 
correct, and then re-compile.  
  
Test it out ingame, and see if it works. 

1.4 - 
Conclusion 

You now know how to set up a script correctly, write a simple "Hello World" script, 
compile it, check to see if it is set up correctly, and tested it ingame. Now we can move 
onto lesson 2. 

  
  

 
 
 



[TYPED] Lesson 2 - Simple Commands, Data Types 
  

2.1 - Overview In this lesson, you will explore more in-depth about data types, symbols, and basic 
commands.  

2.2 - Data types Type Explanation Example 

Boolean "true" or "false". "0" or "1". (global boolean 
supportWaves false) 

Real AKA a "floating point value". 
A floating point value is 
basically a decimal number, up 
to six decimal places. 

(global real aNumber 
3.000000) 

Short A short "int" value.  
An int value is a non-decimal 
number. 
A "short" has a range of -32767 
to 32768 

(global short waveCount 0) 

Long A long "int" value. 
A "long" has a range between -
2,147,483,648 and 
2,147,483,648 

(global long aBigNumber 0) 

      

  

2.3 - Declaring a 
variable 

As seen in the "Examples" above, it declares a value. Let's break this down a little 
bit, by taking a look at some of the code seen in Sector 09: 

; /* Firefight variables */ 
(global boolean alive true) ;detects whether player is 
alive. 
(global boolean intro true) ;this signals for the first 
cinematic (cruiser) to fly in 
(global short wave 1) ; tracks waves in a set 
(global long waveTotal 1) ; tracks all waves completed in 
firefight 

1. Global Keyword This keyword is a standard in Halo script. You need to use 
it in order to create a variable. All variables are created in 
global scope with this keyword. 

2. Value type Your variable must use a value type, or "data type". The 
most common are discussed in the previous section. 
Although there are many different value types you may 
use, the four covered above are the most common. 



3. Name Name of your variable. It is recommended that, when 
naming variables, they are given a name for their purpose. 
For example, the variable name "waveTotal" is to track 
how many waves total the player has defeated. This is 
used in Sector 09 to determine the rank once the player 
has either lost all of his/her lives, or defeated the firefight.  

4. Initial value This is the initial value of your variable. This varies 
depending on the function that you give it.  

 

2.4 - A few 
comments 

Before we go further, it is important that we address two different issues: 
1. Naming Conventions 

Typically seen in many halo scripts, the usual convention is to use underscores to 
separate the words. However, if you are a programmer or plan on scripting a lot, I 
recommend that you capitalize the second word on. About 99% of Sector 09's 
newest script names and variables use this convention.  

2. The use of comments 
I cannot emphasize how important comments are. Using notepad++ to write halo 
scripts is bad enough, but if you do not make sufficient comments, then it will be 
very difficult to read. I made this mistake in the scripts of the initial release of 
Sector 09. Instead of shifting through it all, I re-wrote it and categorized it to the 
best of my ability based on my limitations.  
  
You use a ";" to denote a comment in the script. If you look in the previous section, 
you can see that I made a few comments: One that gives a title to the list of 
variables following it, and a few after some important variables. Feel free to 
comment however you wish, but make sure that you make it habit. It takes you less 
than thirty seconds to make a very simple comment, and it will save you A LOT of 
time if you walk away from your projects for a few months. TRUST ME. 
  

2.5 - Operators The use of operators is very wacky in Halo scripting code. Rather than intuitively 
adding two numbers (1 + 2), the sign precedes the numbers (+ 1 2). This notation is 
known as "Polish notation", in which the operators act as a "prefix" to the 
operation being done. Here are the operations that halo allows you to do: 

Plus Adds two numbers together: 

(global short x 0) 
(global short y 1) 
(global short solution 0) 
  
(script startup addEmUp 

(set solution (+ x y)) 
) 

This will set the solution to 1. 
Q. What will return if x is initalized to 2, and y is initalized to 

2? 



A. 4 

Minus Subtracts two numbers: 

(global short x 8) 
(global short y 8) 
(global short solution 0) 
  
(script startup addEmUp 

(set solution (- x y)) 
) 

This will set the solution to 0. 

Multiply Multiplies two numbers together: 

(global short x 5) 
(global short y 5) 
(global short solution 0) 
  
(script startup addEmUp 

(set solution (* x y)) 
) 

This will set the solution to 25. 

Divide Divides two numbers together.  
Adds two numbers together: 

(global short x 5) 
(global short y 5) 
(global short solution 0) 
  
(script startup addEmUp 

(set solution (/ x y)) 
) 

This will set the solution to 1. 

Equal Checks to see if two numbers are equal 

(= 5 4) 

Returns false 

Not equal Checks to see if two numbers are not equal 

(!= 5 5) 

Returns false 

Greater than 
or equal to  
(>=) 

Returns "true" if the first number is larger than OR equal to the 
second. 
  

Less than or Returns "true" if the first number is smaller than OR  equal to 



equal to (<=) the second. 

Greater than  
(>) 

Returns "true" if the first number is larger than the second. 

Less than  
(<) 

Returns "true" if the first number is smaller than the second. 

Example (global short x 5) 
(global short y 7) 
(global short z 5) 
  
(script startup compareEm 
(> x y) ;A 
(<= y x) ;B 
(>= x z) ;C 
(< y z) ;D 
) 

 

Breakdown A - RETURNS FALSE 
B - RETURNS FALSE 
C - RETURNS TRUE 
D - RETURNS FALSE 

and Returns true if ALL elements are true. 

(global boolean x false) 
(global boolean y true) 
  
(script startup isItTrue 

(and ;A 
(= x true) 
(= y true) 

) 
(and ;B 

(= x false) 
(= y true) 

) 
) 

A - Returns "False" 

B - Returns "True" 
 

Or Returns true if ONE condition is true. 

(global boolean x false) 
(global boolean y true) 
  
(script startup isItTrue 



(or ;A 
(= x true) 
(= y true) 

) 
(or ;B 

(= x true) 
(= y false) 

) 
) 

A - Returns True 

B - Returns False 

  

Assignment 
operator 

You must use the "set" operator to set a variable.  

(global short x 0) 
  
(script startup aStartupScript 

(set x 1) 
) 

  

Begin  Remark: Throughout the years in the community, many people 
have had mixed opinions about this statement: Many people 
have said it is "Bad". Let me be the one to debunk this once and 
for all: The begin statement is a VERY important statement, 
although it should not be used redundantly. Many functions (ex: 
if statements, cond statements, etc.) can only have one 
condition, and one statement. You can wrap multiple 
statements under a begin to make it execute all of them, which 
we will look at later. Just know here that the begin is extremely 
important in many circumstances. 

(script startup HelloWorld 
(begin 

(set developer_mode 127) 
(print "Hello World!") 

) 
) 

This example is how you can use it redundantly, but it is used to 
demonstrate how it is used.  

Begin_random Executes the line of code in random order. Ever wondered how 
Sector 09 spawns random squads? This is the key to that 
secret. 

(global short x 0) 



  
(script startup random 

(begin_random 
(set x 0) 
(set x 1) 
(set x 2) 
) 

) 

Since it is executed in random order, X could be either 0, 1, or 2 
in the end.  

Sleep Sleeps the script for the specified number of ticks. 
Note: 30 ticks = 1 second. 
If you want to pause a script for 5 seconds, you can simply: 

(sleep (* 5 30)) 

Let's take another look at an example: 

(sleep -1) 

This will pause a script until it is called with the wake command. 

Inspect Prints a value to the console. You must enable console printing 
with  

(set developer_mode 127) 
  

 

 

2.6 - Conclusion Now you have seen some basic commands and value types. Do not be flustered 
though! This guide  / reference is here for a reason. Use it as you need it!  

  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



[TYPED] Lesson 3 - Decisions (if, cond, etc.) 
3.1 - Overview Now that we know some basic commands, value types, and operators, let's take 

these and go over two really important concepts in Halo Scripting Code: the if 
statement, and the cond statement.  

3.2 - The "if" 
statement. 

The if statement is important, because it allows you to shift through multiple 
conditions, and execute one that matches your conditions that you specify. Let's take 
a look at an example from Sector 09: 

 
If you have played Sector 09, you may have noticed that, the more waves you 
complete, the higher your rank is. This is  the exact code that I used to implement 
this system. Let's break it down: 

(if 
(condition) 

(execute if true) 
(execute if false (else)) 

) 

This is the entire structure of the if statement. The if-statement has four major 
components: 
1 - if declaration. Opens the if statement. 
2 - condition. These conditions must be true in order for the code following the 
condition to execute 
3 - if the condition is true, then execute the statements that you want to execute 
afterwards. 
4 - else. The else statement is inside the if statement. Since it is a very wacky syntax, 
I will cover it in the next section. 
  
Note: You can only have one condition, one statement that allows you to execute if 
true,  and one "else" statement. For many things, this won't be a big deal, as you 



really only need to execute one statement, or check one condition. But as your 
project gets more complicated, this simply will not work.  This is where the 
importance of the "begin", "and", and "or" statements come into play. They allow 
you to encompass many conditions and many statements in one block.  
  
Now that we see the basics behind the if statement, let's try to understand the code 
in Sector 09: 

(if 
(= waveTotal 1) ;condition 

(begin ;execute if true 
;;(print "Rank: Recruit. Better luck next time.") 
(cinematic_set_title recruit) 
) 

;execute if false (else) 
) 

As you can see, the waveTotal variable is the condition. If waveTotal is only 1 (that 
means the player would really have to be bad, if they miraculously managed to lose 
all of their 7 lives in the first wave), then they would get the rank of recruit.  
  
In Sector 09, I needed to make sure this worked, which is why I used the print 
command to display it (it is commented out in the final release). This does not look 
as pretty as other methods, so I ended up using a chapter title to display the ranks. 
But how was I able to use two lines of code, when I said that you can only have one 
statement that is allowed to execute when true? This is why the begin statement is 
important. The begin statement is treated as one condition, but it allows you to put 
multiple statements under it's "umbrella".  By using a begin statement, I can now 
execute as many statements as I need if the condition returns true.  This is why begin 
statements are so important.  
  
But now we have another problem. In Sector 09, you are ranked as a private if you 
have completed wave 2, wave 3, wave 4, or wave 5. If we can only have one 
condition, then how can we check all of these waves? Recall from Lesson 2, the 
"and" operator: 

The and statement returns true if ALL elements are true. 

  
Now let's take a look at this code: 

(if 
(and 
(>= waveTotal 2) 
(<= waveTotal 5) 
) 

(begin 
;;(print "Rank: Private. Not bad.") 
(cinematic_set_title private) 
) 

) 



As you can see, you can wrap multiple conditions under the "and" statement. But 
remember, they must all be true in order to execute the begin statement following 
the conditions. If you only need one statement to be true, you can use the "or" 
statement.  
  

3.2 - Example Let's take a moment, and let me throw an example at you to make sure you know 
what's going on. Before we do more complicated things, let's take our "Hello World" 
script, and expand it based on the if statement.  
  
What I want you to do is give a random welcome message as the player loads the 
map. Come up with three welcome messages, and make them execute randomly 
each time the map is loaded.  
  
Before looking at the solution, try to come up with this script by yourself, and see if 
you can accurately produce it before looking at the solutions. The solutions will be 
provided at the end of the lesson. Here are a few hints for you to consider: 
  
-You will need a variable to do this. Make sure it has a type of short. 
-You will need to use the if statements above. 
-You will need a begin_random statement before executing the if statements. 

3.3 - The "if" with 
an "else" 
statement.  

 
Background on this script: Let's assume there is a map that lets you buy loadouts. 
The "Assault trooper" loadout costs 500 cR. If the player has enough, they are 
allowed to unlock it. Otherwise, they cannot unlock it. 
  
Taking a look at the following code above, it has what we usually see in an if 
statement: the condition, execute if true. But this statement has a new statement: 
execute if false (AKA an else statement) 
What you need to know about an else statement is that they are executed if the 
condition isn't true, and they are wrapped inside the if-statement. Most 
programming languages (like C++ for example) use a different syntax for handling if-



else: 

if(condition) 
{ 

//execute if true 
} 
else 
{ 

//execute if false 
} 

As you can see, it is much more clearer in different languages. This is why I 
addressed this separately in this lesson.  
  
Another thing you might have noticed is the (else) statement is redacted with semi-
colons. Why are they marked as a comment? The Halo Scripting Code does not have 
an "else" statement built into the code. For me, it makes more sense to actually see 
the else statement, which is why I comment it in. This is going back to the 
importance of comments, in that you should comment to keep things organized.  
  
Now that we've seen a little about this if-else, let's break down the code provided 
above. 
  

Condition  The condition is if credits is greater than or equal to 500. credits 
is a variable that held the currency, and the cost for this specific 
class was 500 credits. 

Execute if True If the player had 500 or more credits, it would unlock the 
"Assault Trooper" class, and deduct 500 credits from their total. 

Execute if False If the player did not have enough credits to buy this class, it 
would tell them that they did not have enough credits.  

The else statements are used if you only have two conditions you need to check. 
Even though they are not used that often, they could potentially serve a great 
purpose for what you are trying to achieve.  
  
It is also possible to use an else - if structure for more than one case, but a cond 
statement can do this better, and make it clearer. 

3.4 - Cond 
statement 

If you have completed example 3.2 example, you can see that you had to write three 
different "if" statements, and execute the code that matched the helloMessage 
number. But what if I told you there was a better way to do this rather than writing 
three if-statements? This is where the cond comes into play. 
  
Here is a basic definition of a conditional statement: 

A cond statement returns the value associated with the first true condition.  

For those who have taken a programming language like C++, C#, Java, and many 
others, you might have encountered a switch statement before: 



switch(number) 
{ 
case 0: 

//statements 
break; 

case 1: 
//statements 
break; 

case 2: 
//statements 
break; 

default: 
//statements 
break; 

} 

And you're probably thinking that these sound and look a lot like the conditional 
statements in Halo. I made this same observation, and they are counter-parts: 
however, they are different. Conditionals do not have a default case, and the break 
statements are already built-in. If you look at the definition, it says "returns the value 
associated with the first true condition". That means that the cond statement 
evaluates down the list until it reaches the first true condition, executes it, and then 
stops.  
  
Let's look at the structure of these statements: 

(cond 
( ;case 1 

(condition1) 
(execute if  condition 1 is true) 

) 
  
( ;case 2 

(condition 2) 
(execute if condition 2 is true) 

) 
  
( ;case 3 

(condition 3) 
(execute if condition 3 is true) 

) 
  
) 

This is very similar to the if statements. They do not have else statements, and they 
execute whatever is true first.  
  
Let's take a look at an example from Sector 09.  



(cond ;statement declaration 
( 

(= randNum 1) ;condition 1 
(hunters) ;execute if condition 1 is true 

) 
( 

(= randNum 2) ;condition 2 
(wraith) ;execute if condition 2 is true 

) 
( 

(= randNum 3) ;condition 3 
(invElites) ;execute if condition 3 is true 

) 
( 

(= randNum 4) ;condition 4 
(bruteSniper) ;execute if condition 4 is true 

) 
) 

  
In this script, the firefight needs to pick one of four random support squads. The 
random number randNum is randomly selected (this is not shown above). Based on 
what it generates, it will execute the respective "static void" statements (these are 
covered in lesson 4).  

3.4 Example Take the example from 3.2, delete the if-statements, and replace it with a cond 
statement. Solution is provided at the end of the lesson. 

3.5 - Conclusion Now you have seen how the if-statements, if-else statements, and cond statements 
work. Now we can take a look at making multiple script types with multiple script 
files!  

    
  

3.2 Example (global short helloMessage 0) 
  
(script startup HelloWorld 

(begin_random 
(set helloMessage 1) 
(set helloMessage 2) 
(set helloMessage 3) 

) 
(if 

(= helloMessage 1) 
(print "Hello World!") 

) 
(if 

(= helloMessage 2) 



(print "Hello Spartan!") 
) 
(if 

(= helloMessage 3) 
(print "Hello Elite!") 

) 
) 

 

3.4 Example (global short helloMessage 0) 
  
(script startup HelloWorld 

(begin_random 
(set helloMessage 1) 
(set helloMessage 2) 
(set helloMessage 3) 

) 
(cond 

( ;case 1 
(= helloMessage 1) 

(print "Hello World!") 
) 
( ;case 2 

(= helloMessage 2) 
(print "Hello Spartan!") 

) 
( ;case 3 

(= helloMessage 3) 
(print "Hello Elite!") 

) 
) 

) 
 

  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



[TYPED]Lesson 4 - Startup, Dormant, Static, Continuous 
Scripts 
4.1 - Overview We are going to cover startup scripts, continuous scripts, dormant scripts, and 

static scripts, and continuous.  
  
When you script for halo, you are going to find that you have to write A LOT of 
lines of scripting code that will do multiple different things. This is where 
different script types come in. We can make scripts do different things. We can 
also begin to organize our code into multiple statements, rather than clutter it all 
up in the startup statements. 

4.2 - Startup scripts Although we have used them in the Hello World examples, we have not really 
defined what they do, and what they represent. Here is a simple definition of a 
start-up script: 

A startup script is executed only on map startup 

What this means is that any statements inside of a startup script are executed 
only once -- when the map starts for the first time. It will not re-execute if you 
use a game_save.  
  
Startup scripts can be used to initalize values for the rest of the map, or can use 
them as an intro for a map. Sector 09's cruiser that flies in is executed in a start-
up, since it only needs to fly in once.  
  
We have been using startup scripts for a while, and we now understand what 
they can do, so we will not do an example for a startup script. Let's move on to 
the dormant script. 

4.3 - Dormant scripts Let's start out with a definition: 

Performed when something happens.  

Now, "something happening" means being invoked with the "wake" command.  
  
When you invoke a script, you are calling it to execute. Therefore, it will not 
execute at all unless you call it. 
  
Note: Dormant scripts only execute once: If you call it twice, it will execute with 
the first call, but it will not execute with the second call.  
  
Dormant scripts are extremely useful with a linear mission design: If you want to 
design a level that has three objectives (for example, you want the player to go 
to blue base, kill elites, and then return back to red base), you can break up the 
objective contents into three dormant scripts, and call them in a linear way. Let's 
take an example of how you can design a mission using this pattern: 
  
  



(script dormant obj3 
;tells the player to return to red base 
;when player returns, give them a congrats 
(game_won) 

) 
  
(script dormant obj2 

;tells the player that they need to kill elites 
;an ai_living_count statement that detects when all of 
the elites have been killed 
(wake obj3) 

) 
  
(script dormant obj1 

;waits for the player to enter a trigger volume 
defining blue base 
;other important things 
(wake obj2) 

) 
  
(script startup startMission 

;A bunch of code to brief the player on the mission 
;A show_hud_element script that tells the player to go 
to blue base. 
(wake obj1) 

) 
  

  
Although this is a very simple design pattern, it is much better than cramming it 
into the startMission startup statement. Notice the "wake" commands after each 
script. This is the command that invokes the next dormant script.  
  

4.4 - Static scripts These scripts are extremely important. They can be used to make your life a lot 
easier.  
Static scripts are similar to dormant scripts, except that you can call them as 
many times as you want, and are invoked by putting its name in parenthesis. 
They are very useful if you want to call the same functions in multiple places. This 
helps you build a script that has one code path. We'll explore this concept further 
in the example at the end of the lesson.  
Let's take a look at some scripts in Sector 09: 

;(else  
(begin 

(respawnThing) 
(displayLoadouts) 
(Respawn) 
(startFirefight) 



(set playerTracking true) 
) 
;) 

Now you're probably thinking: I have never seen a command called 
respawnThing,and displayLoadouts. That is because these are defined static 
scripts, and are defined separately: 

(script static void respawnThing 
(player_enable_input 0) 
(fade_out 0 0 0 30) 
(sleep 30) 
(ai false) 
(object_teleport (unit (list_get (players) 0)) 
teleport) 
(camera_control 1) 
(camera_set loadout_cam 0) 
(fade_in 0 0 0 30) 

) 

This is the code that teleports the player out of the battle field after they have 
died in Sector 09, and prepares the loadout camera and widgets to spawn. 

(script static void displayLoadouts 
(display_scripted_ui_widget loadouts) 

) 

This is the code that displays the loadout widget. 

I decided to implement these to make the code look nicer, and it gives me the 
flexibility to call these functions in different scripts.  
  

4.5 - Stub Scripts If you have noticed when writing a script, you must define anything you want to 
call above the point where you want to call it. For Example: 

(script static void helloWorld 
(print "Hello from Static!") 

) 
  
(script startup test 

(helloWorld) 
) 

This will get very annoying, as you will accidently call a static function that has 
been defined underneath the point where you called it. We can get around this 
by prototyping the function. If you have written in a higher-level language like 
C++, whenever you write a function, you always prototype it. The stub keyword is 
used to prototype static functions. Let's take a look at how we can prototype the 
function: 

(script stub void helloWorld (print "Prototype")) 



;helloWorld prototype 
  
(script startup test 

(helloWorld) 
) 
  
(script static void helloWorld 

(print "Hello from Static!") 
) 

As you can see, there is two iterations of helloWorld. Sapien will always call the 
static version of the script, and ignore the stub portion.  
  
If you compile this in sapien, you will get a successfully compiled message, and a 
green "Hello from Static!" message ingame rather than a "Prototype" message 
that the stub has.  
  
You can also use this to prototype a function that you plan on using, but haven't 
fully developed yet. You can place a helpful reminder to remind yourself that you 
need to write the function. 
  
Stubs are also very useful for a hierarchy of scenarios. If you decide to use 
multiple scenario files, you can place your script prototypes (the stub definition) 
in the parent .hsc, and place the actual script (the static definition) into the child 
.hsc file.  
(Thank you DeadHamster for clarifying this portion of the tutorial) 

4.6 - Value 
producing static 
scripts 

These static scripts produce values. 
Let's take a look at this script from the previous section: 

(script static void displayLoadouts 
(display_scripted_ui_widget loadouts) 

) 

Notice the little "void" statement there. This "void" is the return type of this 
static script. Void means that it does not return anything, and just simply 
executes. If you look at the Overview / Text, sections 0.4 & 0.5, it gives you all of 
the value types. You can make these scripts return any of these values. 
  
Let's take a look at a very common script that many people use: 

(script static unit player0 
(unit (list_get (players) 0)) 

) 

The command to return a player number from the player object list is very 
annoying, and it gets even more annoying if you have to type it over and over. 
With the use of this static script, you can define it once, and replace it with 
(player0) when it is looking for the player object list. This allows you define things 
once, and can use it in many different places as needed. 



4.7 Example Return back to your Hello World example, and put the begin_random statement 
inside of a static script that has a return of short called randNum. Instead of 
checking the value of helloMessage, check the value by calling the static script. 
Solution is provided at the end of the lesson. Make sure to prototype the 
randNum function. 

4.8 - Continuous 
scripts 

You can think of continuous scripts like loops. They execute over and over again. 
They are very useful for non-linear levels like a firefight. Let's take a look at one: 

(script continuous liveSystem 
;checks to see if player is dead 
(sleep_until (= (unit_get_health (player0)) 0)) 
;runs the "die" static void  
(die) 
;sets a boolean to false. 
(set playerTracking false) 
;runs the resetPlayerLoadout static void 
(resetPlayerLoadout) 
;if player is out of lives, run the end sequence. 
(if 

(<= lives -1) 
(begin 

(stopMusic) ;static voids 
(rankSetUp) ;static voids 
(rank) ;static voids 

) 
;if player is not out of lives, then run the respawn 
sequence 
;You've already seen this in a previous example: 
;(else  
(begin 

(respawnThing)  
(displayLoadouts) 
(Respawn) 
(startFirefight) 
(set playerTracking true) 

) 
;) 
) 

) 

This continuous script has a condition that stops it from executing over and over: 
it checks to see if the player is alive or dead. This controls the continuous script, 
and allows you to execute it when it needs to be, and it does not have the 
restriction that a startup or dormant script has. 
  
We will not look at an example for this type of script, because we are going to be 
working with it in the project at the end of this tutorial series.  

4.9 - Conclusion You have now seen a startup, dormant, static, and continuous script, and you are 



ready to start your own scripting project. 

    
  

4.7 Example Solution (global short helloMessage 0) 
  
(script stub short randNum (print "Prototype")) 
  
(script startup HelloWorld 

(cond 
( ;case 1 

(= (randNum) 1) 
(print "Hello World!") 

) 
( ;case 2 

(= (randNum) 2) 
(print "Hello Spartan!") 

) 
( ;case 3 

(= (randNum) 3) 
(print "Hello Elite!") 

) 
) 

) 
  
(script static short randNum 

(begin_random 
(set helloMessage 1) 
(set helloMessage 2) 
(set helloMessage 3) 

) 
) 
  

 

 


